In Computer-Aided Design, when 
Introduction
Part solid modeling in Computer-Aided Design ͑CAD͒ can be described as making an electronic model of a part or component using a CAD system in such a way that the electronic model virtually exhibits the true geometric properties of the part or component being modeled. CAD assembly modeling can be described as making an electronic representation of real world assemblies of discrete parts in terms of collections of CAD solid models of discrete parts. The steps comprising the most current ͑bottom-up͒ part and assembly design process are:
1. The component designer, working for a component supplier, models the component parts. 2. These parts are stored in an on-line catalog or in a Product Data Management ͑PDM͒ system. 3. The assembly designer, working for an Original Equipment Manufacturer, or Tier 1 supplier, retrieves the required parts from the catalog or the PDM system. 4. The assembly designer adds the components to the assemblies and applies the mating constraints on geometric entities in order to position the components with respect to each other.
Our focus is on how to automate Step 4. In our experience in using and teaching CAD, Step 4 can be tedious for designers, especially when working with large assemblies. One has to constantly zoom in and out, rotate the model and switch between wireframe and shaded display mode in order to select ͑often small͒ geometric entities. As well, parts often become hidden when mating constraints are added. As individual mating constraints are satisfied, the parts will slide behind or inside other parts, or they will slide off the screen. For large assemblies this process may take a long time, and the process may seem unnecessarily slow and tedious when assembling a large number of standard parts because they are repeatedly constrained in the same way. Our bigger interest in automating Step 4, however, is so that the computer can automatically explore the design space by searching through and selecting components from catalogs ͓1,2͔, automatically assembling them, and then evaluating the resulting design.
Literature Review
Research has been performed to develop the assembly functionality in CAD systems since the 1970's. Lieberman and Wesley ͓3͔ described a geometric modeling system, AUTOPASS that generated a database in which components and assemblies were represented by nodes in a graph structure. The branches of the graph represented relationships among components such as 'part-of,' 'attachment,' 'constraint,' and 'assembly.' Eastman ͓4͔ created a graph called a 'location graph' that stores the relative location between each component in a hierarchical manner. Both of the above mentioned data structures required the transformation matrix of each component as an input to specify the location and the orientation of each component in an assembly. Such direct specification of transformation matrices made the systems difficult to use and prone to mistakes because of intensive calculations involved ͓5͔. Lee and Gossard ͓5͔ proposed a data structure in which the spatial relationships were defined by against and fit conditions where 'against' conditions apply between two planar faces of two components and the 'fit' condition between a solid cylinder and a hole. This research introduced the concept of using mating constraints in assembly modeling and eliminated the need to explicitly input the transformation matrices because the position of each component could be calculated from the mating constraints.
Shah and Rogers ͓6͔ applied the feature-based design approach to CAD assembly modeling. An assembly feature is effectively a description of how a group of mating constraints should be applied between the faces of two form features from two different parts. For instance, the 'insert' assembly feature is applied on a boss and a hole in order to insert the boss into the hole. Assembly modelers utilizing assembly features are easier to use than assembly modelers utilizing mating constraints directly because the user selects form features from each part, rather than low-level geometric entities like faces, edges and reference planes.
Van Holland and Bronsvoort ͓7͔ provided a single uniform environment for both part and assembly modeling using ''Related'' and ''Relation'' base classes in an object-oriented framework. ''Related'' objects included form features and components. ''Relation'' objects included connection features ͑i.e., assembly features͒ and individual constraints. Connection features, with subtypes pin-hole, dovetail-slot, etc., stored information such as form feature types joined, insertion position, tolerances, internal freedom of motion, etc. To obtain the desired assembly configuration, the designer created connection features, choosing compatible form features from each component. The designer could also create the connection features first and later choose compatible form features to instantiate. The connection feature information was used for assembly design and also to automate post-assembly modeling tasks such as assembly sequence planning, assembly motion planning, and fixture planning. However, this research did not try to use information from the part modeling stage to automate the CAD assembly design. De Fazio, et al. ͓8͔ proposed a similar feature-based assembly design system as van Holland and Bronsvoort, in which they labeled form features with names such as ''trunnion,'' ''mounting bore,'' and ''bottom face'' so that the form features to be joined could also be selected using these names, besides using the mouse. As with van Holland and Bronsvoort, they also provided additional information, such as the assembly direction, to support assembly planning. The issue of representing assembly information has also been considered by Rachuri et al. ͓9͔ and is now being considered in the development of the STEP standards ͓10͔.
A ''product configurator'' is a tool intended to automate the product configuration process in such a fashion that all product design and configuration rules, expressed in a configuration model, are satisfied ͓11͔. Tiihonen, et al. ͓12͔ developed the Ranger Configuration Model and applied the concept of ''Port Type'' as a connection interface and a ''Port Individual'' as a ''place'' where a component may be connected. A port type has a compatibility definition that defines a set of port types to which it can be connected. In addition, a port type defines a set of connection constraints. Product configurators are product specific, that is, the configuration model validates the assembly interfaces only for a particular assembly and not for all assemblies. As a result of this, automation is achieved only for the configured product. Paredis et al. ͓13͔ used the concept of ports and their compatibility to support design refinement during the virtual prototyping of microelectromechanical systems. The concept of ports was used for component selection by validating proper connections between various components. This research did not involve solid models, however.
PartSolutions ͓14͔, an online part catalog provider, have product configurator software that does operate with solid models. In their software, the part designer creates labeled ''connection points'' ͑similar to the labeled form features in De Fazio et al. ͓8͔, but as points͒. The designer of the configuration model creates rules to control which components or form features should be instantiated, their dimensions, and which connection points are joined from each part. The rules work by having a ''start part.'' Depending on which variant of the parametrically defined start part is chosen, the rules will allow or disallow options on the remaining components. Further choices activate further rules until the configuration is fully set. While this system does automate the assembly of components once a configuration model has been created, it does not provide the automated assembly of parts in novel designs for which a configuration model has not yet been created, which is the topic of this paper.
To validate geometric dimensioning and tolerancing schemes on a part or assembly, Clément et al. ͓15,16͔ introduced the concept of Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces ͑TTRS͒. TTRS are related because, together, when they act as datums for other surfaces, they limit specific degrees of freedom according to their types and orientations. Kandikjan and Shah ͓17͔ use a similar approach. The primary use of the TTRS seems to be for checking the validity and completeness of dimensions and tolerances on a part or assembly.
The research presented here pursues the idea that standard components can be assembled automatically in novel configuration designs if the geometric entities participating in connections ͑as-sembly ports͒ are explicitly identified and labeled in such a way that only valid connections are allowed. This has not been done yet, as far as we are aware. This research compares different schemes for defining and labeling assembly ports, and evaluating whether port connections are valid with respect to design intent ͑compatibility͒ and geometry ͑connectability͒. The research involved studying ͑i͒ different combinations of ways to constitute ports and include labeling, ͑ii͒ different bases for determining port compatibility, and ͑iii͒different ways of evaluating connectability. The following sections discuss the scheme comparisons with respect to each of the above issues. This is followed by a description of the implementation, a general discussion, and conclusions.
Assembly Port Schemes
There are a great number of ways to join any two solid model parts but a designer would consider only a few of them to be valid. To have an automated assembly design program avoid considering nonsensical ways of constraining parts, we propose the concept of an assembly port. We define an assembly port as a group of one or more low-level or basic geometric entities, such as faces, edges, or centerlines, that undergo mating constraints in order to join parts in a CAD assembly. It should be noted that assembly ports are distinct from assembly features ͓6,8͔. An assembly port comprises one or more low level geometric entities that belong to the same part whereas an assembly feature comprises connecting form features from two different parts. For instance, if a peg is inserted into a hole, then 'peg' and 'hole' are each distinct ports while the connection 'peg-hole' is an assembly feature.
3.1 Introduction of Schemes. Three schemes are possible for determining which low level geometric entities should be combined to constitute a port.
1. In the first scheme, each port comprises a single low-level geometric entity that undergoes a mating constraint. As an example of using this scheme, Fig. 1 shows two parts, Top and Base, which are intended to be joined as shown by the arrow. The arrows point to ports, which in this case are cylindrical and planer faces on the Top and Base, three on each part. ͑Note that our selection of ports requires the CAD system to be capable of handling over-constrained systems of assembly constraints.͒ 2. In the second scheme, each port comprises a single form feature that undergoes a connection with a form feature from another part. Shah and Mäntylä ͓11͔ define features as representation of the engineering meaning or significance of the geometry of the part or assembly. Figure 2 shows ports on the Top and the Base parts according to this scheme. The Top and Base parts each have two ports and each port has a cylindrical face and a planer face.
3. In scheme 3, each port comprises the set of all geometric entities from one part that are intended to be mated with geometric entities on the other part. Note that each port may comprise Transactions of the ASME more than one form feature. Figure 3 shows ports on the Top and Base parts according to this scheme. In this example there is one port on each part, with each port comprising two cylindrical faces and one planar face.
We assume that assembly design intent information can be embedded into ports by using some kind of labeling of the ports. Assembly design intent information will be discussed in more detail in the next section. In this section we simply use letters of the alphabet for labeling. Five schemes for port labeling are possible, namely: a. Ports are not labeled. That is, all ports are treated equally. Figure 4 shows this kind of labeling applied on port constitution scheme 1. It can be seen that all the ports on a part are magenta in color on both the parts meaning that any port on one part can be engaged with any port on the other port.
b. Ports are labeled on the basis of some common general attribute such as shape of the port geometry or function of the intended connection. For example, the two cylindrical face ports on the bosses of the part shown in Fig. 5 (a) are intended to mate with the cylindrical face ports of the holes of the part in Fig. 5 (b). Thus they will have the same labels A. Similarly it is intended to mate the planar faces labeled B.
c. Ports on a given part have unique labels, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that all three ports are uniquely labeled on each of the parts and port A on the Top part would be engaged with port A on the Base part. Similarly, port B would be engaged with port B and port C would be engaged with port C.
bЈ. Another way to label ports is to modify scheme ͑b͒ to also include male-female ͑or port and port-complement͒ distinctions as shown in Fig. 7 . In this case, the ports labeled A can only be engaged with the ports labeled AЈ, and B with BЈ. We willrefer to this schemeas bЈ.
cЈ. Scheme cЈ is a similar modification of scheme c to account for male-female, or port and port-complement distinctions, as shown in Fig. 8 . These same schemes can also be applied to the labeling of port constituents when a port has more than one constituent. The port constitution scheme, the port labeling scheme, and the port constituent labeling scheme can be combined to get 35 different overall port scheme combinations, as shown in Table 1 . ͑Note that some combinations do not make sense and are not included.͒ In Table 1 , in the ''Scheme'' column, the number of the scheme refers to the port constitution scheme as described above, the letter refers to the port labeling scheme, and if ports comprise more than one constituent, the second letter refers to the port constituent labeling scheme.
Introduction of Scenarios.
For investigative purposes, we consider three scenarios that might arise in joining two parts while modeling an assembly.
• It is intended that parts only assemble one way ͑see Fig. 9͒ . This case is equivalent to inserting a phone plug into a phone socket. • It is intended that parts be able to join in different ways, but the same geometric entities take part in the connection in each case. Only different orientations are allowed ͑see Fig. 10͒ . The two-pronged ͑old style͒ electrical plugs and outlets are an example of this scenario.
• The intent is that a large number of configurations be allowed. Many geometric entities from a part are designed to take part in connections, but these geometric entities are not required to always take part in connections. As well, different combinations of the available geometric entities can take part in connections, but not all combinations are valid. A Lego block assembly is a practical example of this scenario. Figure 11 shows all 6 valid configurations of the Base-Top assembly for this scenario.
Each of the 35 port schemes was evaluated with respect to each of the three scenarios mentioned above. So all together we studied 35ϫ3ϭ105 cases. To evaluate the various schemes to identify the most efficient ones, we developed metrics based on the following criterion:
• Ease of adding port information to the solid model.
• Ease of assembly design ͑by an automated system or human designer͒.
• Computational complexity of identifying valid configurations.
Ease of Adding Port Information.
Ease of adding port information to solid model reflects the difficulty faced by the component designer when creating the ports. We have developed a metric that considers the following factors:
• The number of geometric entities that must be picked by the component designer to define port constituents ͑picks͒.
• The minimum number of buttons ͑including menu buttons͒ clicked by the component designer in order to define all the ports on two given parts to be assembled ͑clicks͒. In all schemes except 1a, clicks is the same as the number of ports that need to be defined. In scheme 1a, only 1 click is required to start picking ports on each part.
• Ease of picking of port constituents ͑1 if easy, 2 if tedious͒. The multiplication factor is referred to as EP.
• The degree of difficulty of labeling of ports ͑0 if no labeling, 1 if labeling is done on the bases of geometric nature of entity, 2 if a unique label is required͒. The multiplication factor is referred to as L1.
• The degree of difficulty of labeling port constituents ͑0 if no labeling, 1 if labeling is done on the bases of geometric nature of entity, 2 if a unique label is required͒. The multiplication is referred to as L2.
• Ports labeled on the bases of male-female ͑0 if no malefemale labels, 1 if male-female labels are used͒. The multiplication factor is referred to as M F. Since this label is to be applied on individual geometric entities, so it is applied on ports in case of scheme 1 and 2, and on port constituents in case of scheme 3.
The score for this criterion is given by the following equation:
scoreϭpicksϩclicksϩ͑ picks*EP͒ϩ͑clicks*L1 ͒ ϩ͑ picks*L2 ͒ϩ͑ picks*M F͒ It should be noted that different values for the multiplication factors are possible, depending on the design of the user interface, but these reflect the expected amount of relative effort when performing these operations. The resulting scores for ''Ease of adding port information to solid model,'' of all the 105 cases for the Base-Top assemblyhave been tabulated in the first column of Transactions of the ASME Table 1 . It should be noted that the score is same for each scenario, because the designer will be adding port information in the same way irrespective of the scenario. The number on the left in each cell gives the score for the case with two holes in the Base part and the expression on the right gives the asymptotic expression for the case of a large number of equally spaced holes in a single row on the Base part only, where n is the number of holes. The asymptotic expression is the highest order term of the full expression for the score as a function of n. For instance, the score for scheme 1a is 3nϩ14 (n holes, two pegs, EPϭ2, L1ϭL2 ϭM Fϭ0) and the highest order term, 3n, is shown in the table.
It should be noted that the higher the score for any given case, the more difficult it is from the component designer's point of view. From Table 1 , one can see that Scheme 1a is the easiest to use for the component designer since it requires simply picking geometric entities that can act as ports. The worst schemes takes seven times as much effort asymptotically. Note that all schemes are O(n) in difficulty to use. If assembly features are available, their definitions can be used to reduce the number of picks, since entire form features could be picked at once. In this case, Scheme 2aa would be the best with its score reduced to 12 for nϭ2 and 6n asymptotically, because the 'hole' or 'boss' feature entities would be picked all at once, rather than being selected individually.
Ease of Assembly Design.
Ease of assembly design addresses the level of effort faced by design-space exploration software or the assembly designer to consider configurations that are presented. Ideally, only (nϪ1) configurations should be presented for the first scenario ͑Fig. 8͒, 2(nϪ1) configurations should be presented for the second scenario ͑Fig. 9͒ and (4nϪ2) configurations should be presented for the third scenario ͑Fig. 10͒. For design space exploration software, extra configurations would require needless extra processing. For an assembly designer, they would require looking at the configuration to determine that it doesn't make sense and pressing a button to cycle through to the next one. The metric in this case is simply the number of configurations that would be presented by the system. We call this factor ''hits,'' to reflect the fact that the assembly designer would need to hit a button. So the score in this case is given by:
scoreϭhitsϭnumber of realizable configurations
The number of realizable configurations includes all combinations of matching ports and port constituents with the same label from the Top part to the Base part. Situations in which labels match, but there is no physical way the configuration could be realized are not included.
The resulting scores for ''Ease of assembly design'' have been tabulated in column 2 of Table 1 . As in the first column, both the value for nϭ2 and the asymptotic expression are given. As in column 1, low scores are better, but the score must be at least as high as the number of valid configurations for the given scenario. This is because if the score is less than the number of valid configurations for a given scenario, then the designer will not be offered all of the valid options. ͑E.g., only one orientation is offered in Fig. 2 , even though the designer is interested in both orientations.͒ If the score is lower, then a less stringent scheme must be used when defining ports ͑even though the more stringent scheme may be the one implemented by the system͒. Specifically, for the third scenario, scheme 1 or 2 must be used instead of the more stringent scheme 3 and for the second scenario, scheme a or b must be used instead of the more stringent scheme c.
From Table 1 , one can see that scheme 3 is preferred to scheme 2, which is preferred to scheme 1. Scheme c is preferred to scheme b, which is preferred to scheme a. That is, the best schemes from the assembly designer point of view are ones that group as many constituents as possible into a port and label the ports and constituents as specifically as possible, for the given scenario. This result follows intuition. If geometric entities are grouped together as a port, there is less likelihood of unwanted interfaces with other ports. If the information describing the allowable connections is more precise, then the assembly designer will have to cycle through fewer options. In these examples, scheme cЈ and bЈ have equivalent scores to c and b, however there may exist other examples, which have not been considered in this paper, in which bЈ and cЈ would score lower. Also, scheme 1a should never be used because it is O(n 2 ). And if the purpose of the system is to reduce the assembly design effort for a human designer, then any scheme scoring greater than 18 ͑for any value of n) should probably not be used. Assuming that, on average, one has to cycle through half of the configurations to get to the desired one, then schemes scoring greater than 18 will, on average, require greater than nine clicks to get to the desired configuration. In these examples, this is actually more mouse button presses to cycle through the configurations than applying the mating constraints manually ͑six picks plus three clicks͒.
Computational Complexity.
The computational complexity score addresses the effort required by the computer to process each configuration, realizable or unrealizable. In this case, unrealizable configurations include configurations for which there is interference or for which there is no possible position of the parts that can satisfy the mating constraints. ͑We assume that when two planar faces are matched, they are joined with a mate constraint, two cylindrical faces are joined with an align constraint and a cylindrical and planar face are joined with a tangent constraint.͒ The total number of configurations is a significant factor in the time it takes to perform automated assembly because of the time it takes to calculate the positions of the components for each configuration and the time it takes to perform an interference analysis for each configuration if it is required. Therefore, the equation for the computational complexity score is as follows: scoreϭtotal number of configurations For each scheme a different equation for the total number of configurations was found. For example, for scheme 1a, the total number of configurations is given by the sum of ͑i͒ permutations of each port from the Top part attempting to mate with each port on the Base part, ͑ii͒ permutations of two ports from the Top part attempting to mate with two ports on the Base part, and ͑iii͒ permutations of all three ports from the Top part attempting to mate with three ports on the Base part. Since there are nϩ1 ports on the Base part and three ports on the Top part, the total number of configurations is given by 3 nϩ1 P 1 ϩ3 nϩ1 P 2 ϩ nϩ1 P 3 ϭn 3 ϩ3n 2 ϩ5nϩ3. Column 3 of Table 1 shows the resulting scores. As for the other columns, lower scores are better, but the score must be high enough to include the required configurations for the given scenario, as discussed for the second column score. The same schemes are best as in column 2. As well, schemes 1 and 2 should generally be avoided because of O(n 2 ) scores.
3.6 Discussion. It should be noted that these results are slightly sensitive to the example used. For example, schemes 3ac and 3acЈ have equal performance to 3bc and 3bcЈ in columns 2 and 3. However, for an example such as shown in Fig. 12 , schemes 3ac and 3acЈ do not perform as well as schemes 3bc and 3bcЈ. However, it seems that one can conclude that the best schemes are ones which maximize the number of constituents in a port and have as specific labeling as possible for the given scenario. Even though more effort is required to create the ports on the solids, it is only by a factor, whereas providing less specific information actually results in an increase in the order of the effort required for assembly design.
Compatibility Labeling Schemes
It is our assumption that when part models are designed, the designer knows in advance their assembly intent; that is, the purpose of the interface. In this research, the term compatibility is used to refer to this design intent. We therefore define compatibility through the statement: Two ports belonging to two different parts are compatible if on connecting them they work as intended by the designer.
Various factors may influence the compatibility of two ports. We have considered the following factors as candidate bases for creating port labels that reflect the design intent:
To analyze the ability of these factors to serve as a basis for compatibility labels, a study was conducted over seventeen assemblies that belong to different domains to determine the design intent of the connections between various parts.
Domain.
The domain can be defined as an area or sphere of concern ͓18͔. The design domain can be sub-divided into various sub-domains depending on what type of products are being designed, ͑e.g., automobile design domain, furniture design domain, electrical equipment design domain.͒ Various components of the products belonging to the some domain are assembled together by establishing connections on their ports. Figure 13 lists the recorded domains ͑gray boxes͒ along with the kinds of connections of the ports ͑white boxes͒ on parts belonging to a given domain. It can be observed that because a given domain has numerous kinds of connections that a pair of ports may form, basing the compatibility label on the domain alone would allow incorrect connections. Two ports may be from the same domain, but may be for two different kinds of connections.
It can also be seen that many kinds of connections exist in multiple domains, for example the ''fastening connection,'' which involves parts like nuts and bolts, screws and holes that exist in various products belonging to different domains. If the domain were used as a basis for labeling ports, it would not allow parts from one domain to be used with parts from another domain, thus restricting the design freedom. Therefore, it can be concluded that domains must NOT be considered as a basis for port compatibility labeling.
Function.
Pahl and Beitz ͓19͔ define function as an abstract formulation of the task. Geometric entities are designed on the physical parts to connect them to other parts in a certain fashion. So we can say that these geometric entities are designed on the parts to enable a certain function or task, for instance, holes can be designed to fasten two different parts. Since we are considering the geometic entities that interface with other parts as ports, so it can be inferred that ports are designed on the parts to enable a certain function and this function is served when ports undergo a connection. It is evident that if two ports have the same functionality, then they could be compatible. For instance, ports on a Nut and a Bolt can be assigned the functionality ''temporary fastening,'' as a result of which ports on a nut and a bolt can be rendered compatible on basis of the functionality. Similarly, ports on the key and a slot can be rendered compatible by assigning the functionality ''temporary fastening'' to them. Figure 14 shows some functions ͑gray boxes͒ and types of connections ͑white boxes͒ that are used to bring about solutions to those functions. Each function has numerous types of connections. For example, the ''Temporary Fastening'' function can be fulfilled by a screwhole connection or key-slot connection. These are solutions that serve the same function but have different geometry and working principle. Now if we label the ports solely in terms of function, then a hole port and a key port would be incorrectly matched. Therefore, it can be concluded that functionality is too general a label to decide the compatibility of ports and it should NOT be used to validate the compatibility.
Working Principle.
The combination of the physical effect with the geometric shapes and material characteristics provides the solution, or working principle, that realizes a function ͓19͔. There can be various solutions to a function based on different working principles, but once the working principle is known, concrete details as to how the design intent will be served can emerge. For instance, key-slot, pin-hole, etc. are the solutions for the function ''temporary fastening,'' based on different working principles. Thus the working principle can depict the design intent to a fair degree in terms of geometry, or even material characteristics and thus can be used as a fair measure for concluding compatibility. It is possible to describe a working principle in a more specific or less specific way, but in either case, the difference seems to be mainly in how precisely the geometry or material is described. Engineering information like permissible forces, torques, etc. which is more relevant to the detailed design process may also be included into the working principle to determine compatibility. Thus, the onus is on the Design and Engineering teams to decide as to what level of abstraction should be applied to define the set of working principles that will serve for validating the compatibility. However, in performing the investigation, it 
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Transactions of the ASME has been found that it is important that a taxonomy of the different working principles be developed for parts that will encounter each other. The level of detail of the taxonomy needs to be sufficient to distinguish incompatible ports between these parts. The working principle is therefore considered to be the best basis of those considered, because it does not suffer from the deficiencies of the of using the domain or function, and no other more basic ways of describing the design intent of connections were found during the research.
Connectability
Connectability refers to the ability of two ports or parts to become connected by undergoing some kind of mating constraints, irrespective of their compatibility. Two given ports are connectable if, upon being joined, their relative kinematic degrees of freedom are reduced without the occurrence of real interference. The term ''real'' interference is necessary to account for interference fits, in which case the solid models will actually interfere. Various alternatives on the basis of which connectability can be evaluated are:
• Connectability label matching 1. Shape labels 2. Shape-pair labels 3. Mating constraint labels
• Port dimension evaluation • Fit and Tolerance evaluation • Mating constraint solvability • Interference analysis 5.1 Label Matching. As part of our study of seventeen assemblies, we classified the connections based on participating form features, as shown in Fig. 15 . Each leaf cell of this classification represented a connection involving a unique shape pair. Our study showed that a certain geometric shape can be connected with a number of other types of geometric shapes; for example, a hole can be connected with a hole, boss or pad. The scheme of Fig. 16(a) , labels ports according to their shape type, but does not provide a good basis for labeling connectability. This scheme has the obvious deficiency that it only discerns ports of the same shape to be connectable, and does not discern the boss-hole connection to be a match. The scheme of Fig. 16 (b) avoids this problem by labeling the shape pair ͑e.g., boss-hole͒. Though this scheme correctly discerns the boss-hole match connectivity, it does not allow the same port to be matched with other types of shapes. For example, it would not allow the same hole to be matched, or lined up with another hole. The scheme of Fig. 16(c) overcomes this difficulty. Two geometric entities that belong to a given shape pair can be connected by a number of constraint types as shown in Fig. 17 . However, only one of these would properly connect the two entities in a given situation. On the other hand, a given constraint can be applied between different shape pairs, and in most cases, this represents a connectable match, assuming that dimensions agree. For example, a hole ͑cylindrical surface͒ with an align constraint can be connected with another hole, boss, or datum axis having an align constraint. But the hole would not connect with a rounded protrusion having a tangent constraint. Nevertheless, it may be possible to contrive a case in which geometric entities with matching constraints are not connectable.
So it can be concluded that, neither shapes nor shape-pairs provide a good basis for labeling connectability. Using mating constraints as connectability labels is significantly better, but must be supplemented with additional connectability evaluation criteria.
Port Dimension Evaluation.
Dimensions of ports having Euclidean shapes can be compared directly with each other in order to evaluate whether ports are connectable. These dimensions do not need to be included with the port information, since they can be readily obtained from the solid model once the surfaces are identified. However, comparing port dimensions to ascertain connectability must be done in the context of the type of fit and tolerance that is specified. It is therefore necessary to consider fit and tolerance with respect to ports and their constituents.
Fit and Tolerance Evaluation.
The fit between two surfaces can be from one of three classes: clearance fit, interference fit, or transition fit ͓20͔. The dimensions and tolerances of port constituents should be available from the solid model. From these it is possible to determine the tolerance zone for each port constituent. The tolerance zones from each port constituent can then be compared with those of the matched port constituent to determine whether the criterion for the given class of fit is met. If this criterion is met then the ports would be considered connectable, otherwise they would not.
So, it can be concluded that fit labels need to be applied to port constituents. If the fit label of the two port constituents are different or the calculated tolerance zones do not meet the fit class requirements then the ports are not connectable.
Mating Constraint Solvability.
Although the compatibility label, constraint label and fit requirements of all ports may match, the parts still may not be connectable if the locating or positioning dimensions of the ports do not match. Figure 18 shows the pin-end and crank-end of a connecting rod. The two parts are compatible and connectable in terms of all criteria discussed thus far, however the parts are not connectable because the distance between the two 'hole' ports is not equal. Rather than explicitly comparing the locations of ports on the two parts, it is possible to simply let the constraint solver detect this situation, because in this situation the constraints cannot all be satisfied at the same time. This produces an error condition when the solver runs, which can be used to flag whether parts are unconnectable.
So it can be concluded that, for a given matching of ports and port constituents, the ports are not connectable if their mating constraints cannot all be satisfied simultaneously.
Interference Analysis.
Interference Analysis is used to detect the interference between components when they are mated in an assembly. In certain cases, it is possible that ports can be evaluated as being connectable through matching constraints, fit and tolerance evaluation and mating constraint solvability but the connected solid models of parts may still interfere. This is demonstrated in Figure 19 . The parts in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ are exactly the same, except that the bottom part in ͑a͒ is wider than in ͑b͒ thus making the parts in ͑a͒ unconnectable, and ͑b͒ connectable.
Therefore, we must include interference in our criteria for deciding the connectability of parts.
5.6 Discussion. It can be therefore be concluded that ports should satisfy the following criteria in order to be considered connectable:
• They should have matching mating constraint labels.
• They should have matching fit labels and the dimensions and tolerances should evaluate to the correct fit.
• The mating constraints should be solvable.
• After parts have been joined, there should be no undesired interference.
Implementation
These concepts have been implemented using the Open architecture of the commercial CAD system, Unigraphics V-18 ͓21͔. The implemented scheme is 3cb. All geometric entities that participate in a connection with another part must be grouped into one port. Ports may be labeled uniquely, or non-uniquely on a part. Ports are labeled with the working principle ͑as a text string͒ and the type of fit. Port constituents are labeled with the type of assembly constraint, and this information is also to create assembly constraints. An effort was made to maximize use of existing functions and classes of the open architecture in order to achieve greater reusability of the software and easier integration of the application with existing technology. To realize the concepts developed in this research, ''port definer'' and ''port assembler'' software modules were developed. A component designer uses the port definer module to define ports on part solid models. Once ports have been defined, parts can be uploaded or checked into a catalog or PDM system in the normal way, to make the parts available to assembly designers. An assembly designer can then use the port assembler module to retrieve the parts. As soon as a part is retrieved, it snaps into place with respect to the rest of the parts that have already been retrieved. The assembly designer must then accept this position or cycle through other positions, until the correct position is found. Figure 20 shows an assembly for which the modules have been used. At first the two flanges are retrieved and these snap together at ports each comprised of the cylindrical face of the central hole, the large planar face, and a datum plane for the rotational alignment. These ports are labeled with the working principle ''flange fastening.'' Next the four bolts are retrieved and they each line up with the four holes in one flange. Each port for the bolts and boltholes comprises a cylindrical face and planar face. These ports are labeled with the working principle ''nut-bolt fastening.'' Next the four nuts are retrieved. Ports on the nuts comprise a cylindrical face and planar face and these are also labeled with the working principle ''nut-bolt fastening.'' The ports on the nuts line up with the remaining bolt hole ports on the flange opposite the one to which the bolts have been Transactions of the ASME joined with. In this example, the correct configuration is found without cycling through any positions because it does not matter which bolt hole a bolt goes into. However, if bolts must enter from a certain side, then it may be necessary to cycle through several positions.
Discussion
The research also considered the idea of ''assembly-level'' ports, that is, ports defined on assemblies that themselves act as components in other assemblies. However, this was found to be unnecessary since, the same parts always join to the same other parts with the same working principle, no matter how assemblies are defined. It was also thought that this might unnecessarily restrict design flexibility. The research also considered the idea of ''partial ports,'' that is ports that do not become active until two parts come together in an assembly ͑e.g., a journal bearing with halves that must be bolted together͒. It was found that this also is unnecessary and disallows having intermediate assemblies in which only one part of the partial port is engaged before the other side is attached.
The port concept is thought to be essential for automated generation of assembly design alternatives and it was also found to be beneficial to CAD assembly designers in reducing the number of steps required. For example, if the flange assembly discussed in the previous section is designed manually, the designer needs to go through the steps of selecting entities to apply mating constraints 38 times ͑6 steps to assemble the two flanges, 16 steps to assemble bolts and flanges and 16 steps to assemble nuts and flanges͒. On the other hand, using the port assembler module, a designer needs to go through only 15 steps ͑3 steps to assemble the two flanges, 10 steps to assemble bolts and flanges and 2 steps to assemble nuts and flanges͒. The main limitation of using ports is that ports do not prove to be a good tool for designing assemblies that involve non-standard or one-off parts. This is because such parts are not used often and time spent defining ports on them is wasted, because it would be easier to just apply the mating conditions manually the one or two times the part is used. It is easy to mix the two techniques however. Our system seamlessly allows applying mating conditions manually on some parts and using ports on others.
Conclusions
The objective of the research was to automate the application of mating constraints in an assembly. This has been accomplished by defining ports on solid models. Making ports to comprise all geometric entities joining two parts, and labeling ports and port constituents as uniquely as possible substantially reduces the number of undesirable solutions ͑from O(n 2 ) to O͑1͒ in some scenarios͒ but increases the effort of defining port information, by a factor of 7 in the worst case. The best basis to use for labeling ports, to identify compatible ports with respect to design intent, is the working principle embodied by the port geometry, as opposed to the domain or function of the port. In order to ascertain whether ports are connectable geometrically it was found that port constituents should be compared for matching mating constraint types, rather than matching shapes or shape pair labels. Dimensions and tolerances of mating faces should be checked with respect to fit, which must also be identified for each port constituent. Besides these checks, it is also necessary to check that mating constraints can be satisfied and that there is no interference.
